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Which kitchen do you want?



Marcin Floryan
Tech Tribe Lead



Beginning



– Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland

“≪Begin at the beginning,≫ the 
King said, very gravely” 



🚫



🚫



🚫



– Douglas McGregor, The Human Side of Enterprise

“The purpose of this volume is [...] to urge 
management to examine its assumptions and 

make them explicit”



–Taiichi Ohno

“Stop trying to borrow wisdom and think for 
yourself. Face your difficulties and think and think 

and think and solve your problems yourself.”



‣How do you build your products? 

‣How do you build your software?



At regular intervals, the team 
reflects on how  

to become more effective, 
then tunes and adjusts  

its behaviour accordingly.
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An example



We aim to make 
mistakes faster than 

anyone else



(Some) Guiding Principles
‣ Transparency 
‣ Collaboration 
‣ Feedback loops 
‣ Clear Expectations 
‣ Psychological Safety



Transparency



Top 3 Check-in

• Creates transparency 
in two directions 

• Helps with focus 
• Spreads by example 
• Sparks conversations

🧗



Collaboration



Tribe Standup

• Started as OKR sync 
• Became Delivery 

Standup 
• Now a Tribe Standup 
• Representatives from 

every squad meet once 
a week

🧗

Focus 
Commitment 
Belonging 
Learning



Big room planning

• Run every quarter 
• Seeded with goals 

(from all levels) 
• Every team presents 

their ideas 
• Leads present priorities 
• Together we agree on 

the work and create 
OKRs

🧗



Feedback loops



Taps with squads

• Leads meet with every 
squad 

• Usually 1 per quarter 
• Four topics: 

• Impact 
• Future 
• Health 
• Help

🧗



Lunch with the leads

• Informal opportunity 
for a conversation 

• Easy sign-up 
• Close connection

🧗



Clear Expectations



Setting clear expectations

• People need 
expectations 

• Defining clear 
boundaries enables 
autonomy 

• Autonomy creates a 
sense of agency

🧗

Autonomy isn't a benefit; it's an 
expectation of responsibility.

@jchyip



Psychological Safety



–Amy Edmondson

“psychological safety describes a climate in 
which raising a dissenting view is expected 

and welcomed. A tolerance of dissent allows 
productive discussion and early detection of 

problems.” 





What next?



–Amy Edmondson

“I argue that a learning organisation is created by 
focusing renewed employee attention on the 

work, not by trying to change the culture.” 



–Tobbe Gyllebring (@drunkcod)

“Things become better when we accept them as 
they are; not as we want them to be.” 



Humility

Vulnerability

Curiosity

Love



– Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland

Alice asked the Cheshire Cat, who was sitting in a tree, 
“What road do I take?” 
The cat asked, “Where do you want to go?” 
“I don’t know,” Alice answered. 
“Then,” said the cat, “it really doesn’t matter, does it?”



What would you like to do in your kitchen?



Q&A



Thank you!
Marcin Floryan 
Tech Tribe Lead at Spotify 

Questions? @mfloryan


